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SWIFT ON HARD AND DRY

Swift on hard and dry
Born in the hills of Kansas, the Flintridge takes its name 
from the local sharp jagged rocks. Honed to perfection with 
a smooth centerline tread pattern that is equally at home on 
pavement and hard pack.

K1152

Rider profile
Whether home trail or race, if the track is dry, hard and 
sandy, choose the Flintridge Pro.

FLINTRIDGE

HIGHLIGHTS

WHAT’S NEW

 » Swift - Fast rolling center profile

 » Corner grip - Grippy transition pattern and shoulder knobs 
for control on hardpack and sand.

 » Flat resistant - SCT casing prevents slashes and abrasions.

 » Tubeless ready – Saves weight and provides a better rolling 
performance. Riding tubeless also means riding flat free.

 » Be seen - Reflective hot patch for better nighttime visibility.

TECHNOLOGY

 » Reflective hot patches have been added to the tire to 
increase visibility in dawn, dusk, and evening hours, 
making drivers aware of riders at greater distances.

DOMAIN

Flintridge

MUDDY

GRASS LOOSE DIRT / SAND

LOOSE 
OVER HARD

HARDPACK / PAVEMENT

GARTH PROSSER
SPECIALIZED/SRAM/HED CYCLING

“For the 2016 run of the DK200, I was actively seeking a tire 
that would not slice in the razor-like flint of central Kansas. 
The FLINT in Kansas is a totally different beast from anywhere 
I have raced, and having flatted in 4 attempts on 4 different 
tires, I really wanted a clean race. The Flintridge ate it up; no 
flats in 207 miles, enough tread to bite into the dust sections, 
deep enough to protect the tread surface without adding 
rolling resistance, and a light weight for performance.”  

LISTEN TO THE PRO
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K1152FLINTRIDGE
 CYCLOCROSS | GRAVEL

PART # SIZE ETRTO COMPOUND PROTECTION BEAD TPI TUBELESS WEIGHT PSI MSRP

214895 700x40c 40-622 DTC KSCT FOLD 120 Yes 515±26 50 $59.95

212894 700x40c 40-622 DTC TR FOLD 120 Yes 440±22 50 $54.95

214897 700x35c 35-622 DTC KSCT FOLD 120 Yes 481±20 50 $59.95

212896 700x35c 35-622 DTC TR FOLD 120 Yes 409±20 50 $54.95


